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Engraving Chemical for screen printing
CSK S-66
Diazo type Photo emulsion for flat screen textile printing
Economically type water resistance emulsion, designed for textile printing industry.
CSK S-68
Diazo type Photo emulsion for flat screen textile printing
Industry standard water resistance emulsion, excellent durability, designed for textile printing industry.
CSK S-69
Diazo type Photo emulsion for flat screen blue Ray engraving
Fast expose, excellent durability, can special use for flat screen blue Ray engraving.
CSK OPT-W One component Pre-sensitized photo emulsion for water resistance textile printing
No need sensitizer, fast exposing, long shelf-life, environment friendly.
CSK CTS DLE-W One component Pre-sensitized photo emulsion for water resistance
Ultra fast exposing, can be special use for CST DLE DMD technology flat screen engraver machine.
CSK W-1200 Diazo photo emulsion for water resistance
High solids content and high quality, superb resolution and excellent durability.
CSK W-1400 Diazo photo emulsion for water resistance
High quality, easy to reclaim, smooth and tacky-resistant emulsion surface.
CSK S-70
Diazo photo emulsion for solvent resistance
Industry standard solvent resistance, designed for all type solvent based ink printing.
CSK S-72
Diazo photo emulsion for solvent resistance
High quality, fine details and halftones, complete solvent resistance.
CSK S-76
Dual cure Diazo photo emulsion for solvent resistance
Outstanding resolution and definition, used by electronic products as PCB, LCD, etc. and Dots printing.
CSK SW-80 Dual cure Diazo photo emulsion for solvent and water resistance
Completely solvent resistance and water resistance, Stencil are easy to reclaim.
CSK SW-86 Dual cure Diazo photo emulsion for water and solvent resistance
Completely water resistance and solvent resistance, Stencil are easy to reclaim.
CSK OPT-W One component Pre-sensitized SBQ photo emulsion for water resistance
Ultra fast exposing, can be special use for CST DLE flat screen engraver machine.
CSK OPT-SW One component Pre-sensitized SBQ photo emulsion for water resistance
Super High solids content, can be used in thick film applications and coated to 1000 micron.
CSK OPT-S One component Pre-sensitized SBQ photo emulsion for solvent resistance
Ready-to-use, ultra fast exposing photo emulsion with high solvent resistance.
CSK OPT-SK One component Pre-sensitized photo emulsion for making sandcarving stencils
Ready-to-use, ultra-fine and high resolution, highly sandcarving resistant, easy application for make
sandcarving stencils for glass, granite, marble, ceramic and others. Also can make photo resist film.
CSK-960 One component frame adhesive
One component, ready-to-use, suitable for high tension stretching
CSK-930 Two component frame adhesive
Two component, excellent solvent and water resistance
CSK-MS One component hardener for stencil
One component, increases stencil’s resistance.
CSK-AB Two component Super hardener for water resistance stencil
Two component, superior durability 100,000 times for long runs, highly resistant for reactive & all dye..
CSK-527 Protective Lacquer for water resistance stencil
Specially designed for blankets, towels , plush printing.
CSK Blockout Filler NO.1 (Red) ,CSK Blockout Filler NO.2 (Blue)
Rapid drying and easy to use, Excellent solvent resistant and print durability
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CSK-33F Screen stencil remover liquid
Ready-to-use remove fast and thorough removal for direct emulsions
CSK-166 Retouching Lacquer for textile printing
One component lacquer for retouching, only for water resistance stencil textile printing
CSK-40 Screen cleaner for removing printing paste
Open dried-in image areas print runs and remove printing pigments which block the screen
CSK- T & GT table adhesive
Two component table adhesive for textile printing
CSK- INKJET 600 Ink for inkjet screen engraver
Suitable for A’tex, DOSUN, ZUND, CST, ICHINOSE inkjet flat screen engraver system.
CSK-98B Liquid photoimageable etch resist
Designed for metal acidic etchant applications.

Engraving chemical for rotary screen
CSK-9805 Photo emulsion for rotary screen
High viscosity and high solid contents, Excellent adhesion to screen for low mesh count.
CSK-9806 Photo emulsion for rotary screen
Medium viscosity, Superb resolution and Excellent adhesion to screen, designed for most mesh count.
CSK-9807 Photo emulsion for rotary screen
Medium viscosity, superb resolution and excellent durability. designed for high mesh count.
CSK-9809 Photo emulsion for Blue Ray UV laser Screen engraver
Specially designed for Blue Ray UV laser, fast expose, good develop strength and excellent durability
CSK-9810B None-sensitizer photo emulsion for rotary screen
None-sensitizer, environment friendly, fast exposures for DLE, extremely fine halftones and detail.
CSK-9810A None-sensitizer photo emulsion for rotary screen
Ultra fast exposing, can be special use for CST DLE DMD technology Rotary screen engraver machine.
CSK-9802 Two component Endring adhesive
Glue metal endrings to nickel rotary screens.
CSK-253 One component Endring adhesive
Glue metal endrings to nickel rotary screens, ready to use, no need mix hardener and long shelf-life
CSK-33R Liquid stripper for photo emulsion before polymerization
Stripping the photo emulsion before polymerization
CSK-35 Liquid degreasing for rotary screens
Degreasing and cleaning the new rotary screen, Improve emulsion adhesion on screen .
CSK-52 Retouching Lacquer for rotary screen
One component lacquer for retouching, before or after polymerisation
CSK-30 Liquid for removing endrings
Stripping the endring adhesive from endring, for re-use the endring.
CSK-40 Screen cleaner for removing printing paste
Open dried-in image areas print runs and remove printing pigments which block the screen
CSK-43XS Thermoplast adhesive extra strong
Excellent adhesive power, highly water and printing pastes resistance.
CSK-32 Liquid stripper for photo emulsion after polymerisation
Stripping the photo emulsion after polymerization or printing, safe and Environmentally friendly.
CSK- INKJET 650 Ink for inkjet rotary screen engraver
Suitable for A’tex, DOSUN, CST inkjet rotary screen engraver system.
CSK DIGITAL BLUE RAY UV LASER ROTARY SCREENS ENGRAVER MACHINE
Finest image with high speed (4-6 min / Meter) at low cost, directly engraving by light without any media
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CSK high quality auxiliary material for screen printing
STORK quality standard Rotary screen, Endring, flat screen mesh, magnetic roller and other parts.

CSK INK FOR INKJET DIGITAL TEXTILE PRINTING
Characteristic:
CSK Digital Textile Reactive Ink
CSK Digital Textile Pigment Ink
CSK Digital Textile Disperse Ink
CSK Digital Textile Acid Ink
Printhead available: EPSON, FUJIFILM DIMATIX, StarFire1024, SEIKO SPT, KYOCERA, RICOH,
KONICA MINOLTA etc.
Application :
The CSK textile ink is for roll to roll fabric printing or DTG printing, which is suitable with almost all kind of
fabrics, such as garment, home textile, home decoration, shoe materials, bags, inside and outside
decorative cloth, art reproduction, etc.
The data in this brochure was valid at the time of publishing, and is subject to change without notice. CSK
reserves the right to modify its products at any time without further obligation.

